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NATIONAL MEASURES UNDER THE CHEMICAL WEAPONS CONVENTION 
TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION AND 

COMPENSATE FOR ITS LOSS 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Good day. It is an honor to address such a distinguished audience. I am grateful to the 
Republic of Korea for hosting this important gathering and to the staff of the Provisional 
Technical Secretariat (PTS) of the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons 
(OPCW) for sponsoring it. This seminar is an excellent opportunity for all of us to learn from 
each other about how the Chemical Weapons Convention' (CWC) can become a foundation of 
arms control in Asia and around the world. At this meeting I speak only for myself, neither for 
the government of the United States of America nor for any other institution. 

Today, I shall discuss national measures to protect confidential business information 
(CBI) under the Convention, as well as to compensate for its loss if this protection is 
insufficient. These implementing measures are universally appropriate, applying not only to the 
few States Parties that will declare and destroy chemical weapons, but also to the many States 
Parties that have never had a chemical weapons programme. 

This new need for national measures to implement multilateral arms control agreements 
has generated unease due to a perception that implementation may be burdensome and at odds 
with national law. In 1993, concerns arose that the complexity of integrating the treaty with 
national law would cause each nation to effectuate the Convention without regard to what other 
nations were doing, thereby engendering significant disparities in implementation steps among 
States Parties. 

As a result, my colleagues and I prepared the Manual for National Implementation of the 
Chemical Weapons Convention and presented it to each national delegation at the December 1993 
meeting of the Preparatory Commission in The Hague. During its preparation, the Manual was 
reviewed by the Committee of Legal Experts on National Implementation of the Chemical 
Weapons Convention, a group of distinguished international jurists, law professors, legally- 
trained diplomats, government officials, and Parliamentarians from every region of the world, 
including Asia. 

The Manual tries to increase understanding of the Convention by identifying its 
obligations and suggesting methods of meeting them. Education about CWC obligations and 
available alternatives to comply with these requirements can facilitate national responses that are 
consistent among States Parties. Thus, while the Manual avoids prescribing model statutory 
language, it offers options that can strengthen international realisation of the Convention's goals 

1. The Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stock iling and Use of Chemical Weapons 
and on Their Destruction, openedfor signature Jan. 13, 1993, 32 I.L.M. 801 (1993) [hereinafter CWC]. 
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if States Parties act compatibly in implementing them. Equally important, it is intended to build 
confidence that the legal issues raised by the Convention are finite and addressable. 

At the November 1994 Asia-Pacific Seminar on the Implementation of the Chemical 
Weapons Convention, held in Jakarta, Republic of Indonesia, I presented a paper explaining how 
the national implementing legislation that was available in English at that time addressed five of 
the eleven major categories of national implementing tasks that each State Party must address 
in order to comply with the CWC. It is not my purpose today to repeat that explanation, 
although I have brought a copy of our Manual for National Implementation of the Chemical 
Weapons Convention for each delegation. 

Today, I want to focus on progress among several States in developing implementing 
measures under the Convention regarding CBI. CWC legislation from Australia,2 Germany: 
N ~ r w a y , ~  South Africa: and Sweden6 were available at this writing in English through the PTS. 
Of course, it is important to note that this brief survey necessarily omits examination of the 
existing "background" of other, related domestic laws that these signatories might also have 
adopted that affect CWC implementation. 

The perspective from which I present my remarks is that of a lawyer. It is not my 
purpose to discuss the correctness of the policies embodied in the Convention, the politics of its 
negotiation, or to suggest to any States Parties how they should proceed. Neither will I 
comment on the guality or correctness of the national legislation I discuss here today. Instead, 
I hope that my brief review will give delegations a flavour of the choices that exist for national 
implementation of the CWC. 

2. Chemical Weapons (Prohibition) Act 1994 (No. 26 of 1994) (assented to 25 February 1994) (hereinafter Australian 
CWC Implementing Legislation). 

3. Implementation Act on the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling and Use 
of Chemical W OIIS and on Their Destruction (2 August 1994), unofficial English translation provided to Edward 
A. Tamman on% January 1995 by the Preparatory Commission for the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical 
Weapons (hereinafter German CWC Implementing Legislation). 

4. Law on the Implementation of the Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production, Stockpiling 
and Use of Chemical Weapons and on their Destruction, undated unofficial English translation rovided to Anthony 
R Zeuli on 16 November 1994 by the Preparatory Commission for the Organisation for the Proiibition of Chemical 
Weapons (hereinafter Norwegian CWC Implementing Legislation). 

5. Non-Proliferation of Weapons of Mass Destruction Act of 1993 (No. 87 of 1993), 337 Government Gazette No. 
14919 (2 July 1993) (hereinafter South African CWC Implementing Legislation). 

6.  Summary of proposed legislation in English as presented in PC-IV/A/WP.9 (28 Se tember 1993), reprinted in 
Regional Seminar on National Authority and National Implementing Measures i!r the Chemical Weapons 
Convention: Summary of Proceedings, Warsaw, Poland (7-8 December 1993) (Provisional Technical Secretariat 
Occasional Papers - No. 3) (hereinafter Summary of Swedish CWC Implementing Le islation). Of course, since 
this document is a summary, it presumably lacks the level of detail included in the imfiementing legislation itself. 
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2 COMPARISON OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION 
TO PROTECT CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION 

Article VII, paragraph 6 and Article IX, paragraph ll(c) of the Convention, as well as 
its Confidentiality Annex, contain CWC provisions covering CBI protection, discussed in detail 
in chapter 7 of the Manual. These provisions are not only the most extensive in the history of 
arms control and nonproliferation agreements, they are also more comprehensive than those 
contained in any international treaty on any subject. Indeed, the CWC confidentiality provisions 
are better defined than analogous measures in many domestic statutes. 

We define CBI to include secrets that give one a competitive advantage over another, 
such as secret production processes, customer lists, or sales data. Many States Parties will want 
to take steps to protect CBI from unwarranted disclosure during verification activities for reasons 
relating both to CWC requirements and to commercial realities. As discussed in chapter 7 of 
the Manual, CBI protection can include a variety of measures, including establishing CBI 
protection procedures, training CBI owners in protecting CBI under the Convention, regulating 
CBI handling by domestic government agencies, and penalising wrongful disclosure.' For 
example, a formal CBI marking system could be developed to enable CBI owners to inform 
domestic government agencies about the existence of CBI contained in information they report 
that should be "designated" as "confidential information" under the CWC's Confidentiality 
Annex. 

As summarised in Table 1, three of the five national implementing measures that were 
reviewed explicitly address CBI protection by national government personnel or agencies, who 
will routinely learn CBI in the course of fulfilling their CWC responsibilities. Both the 
Australian' and the South Africang legislation prohibit employees of their respective national 
authorities from divulging any information - CBI or otherwise - to any other person except 
for certain Convention-related purposes. Violation is punishable by imprisonment in Australia, lo 
and by fine or imprisonment in South Africa." 

The German implementing legislation takes a somewhat different approach to protecting 
CBI than the Australian and South African statutes. The German legislation authorises the 
government agencies that are empowered to gather or handle data in order to comply with the 

7 .  See generally B. Kellman, D. Gualtieri, and E. Tanman, Disarmament and Disclosure - How A m  Control 
VenJcm*on Can Proceed Without Threatening Confidential Business Information, 36 Harvard Int'l L.J. 71 (1995) 
[hereinafter Disarmament and Disclosure]. 
7 .  

8. Australian CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 2, 3 102. 

9. South African CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 5 ,  0 21. 

10. Australian CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 2, 3 102(1). 

1 1. Compare South African CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 
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Convention - the Federal Export Office, the Foreign Office, and the Federal Ministry for 
Economy - to use this data only for the purposes for which the data was obtained or could have 
been obtained, and also requires these agencies to respect the CWC’s Confidentiality Annex.12 
Similarly, the German legislation requires the In-Country Escort Group that it authorises to host 
CWC inspections to “take into account the protected interests of the responsible party as well 
as further persons affected . . . especially with regard to . . . confidential data in accordance 
with the provisions contained in the Convention.”’3 In keeping with its focus on the conduct of 
the responsible government agencies, the German legislation provides no penalties for violations 
by individuals with respect to CBI. 

The other ~ t i 0 ~ 1  implementing legislation does not directly provide for additional CBI 
protection. The Swedish implementing legislation apparently addresses CBI only for the purpose 
of affirming that the CWC’s confidentiality provisions would determine the method of protection 
where the Convention’s standards differ from those of the ~ubmitter.’~ The Norwegian 
implementing legislation does not explicitly address CBI protection during CWC verification 
activities at all. Is 

Table 1: Comparison of Confidentiality Provisions in National Implementing Legislation 

12. See German CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 3,76(4). 

13. Id. 19(3). 

14. See Summary of Swedish CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 6 .  This document indicates that the 
Swedish CWC Implementing Legislation addresses “how to ensure that confidentiality is respected in cases where 
Swedish confidentiality legislation sets a different standard than that of the provider of information. . . roviding] 
that confidentiality with res ect to information concerning the ersonal or economic affairs of indi&$s shall be 
subject to the provisions o P treaties ratified by Parliament.” I{ at SO. 

15. See Norwe ian CWC Implementing Legislation, su ru note 4. Presumably, this law’s authorisation to issue 
regulations cou P d be used to create such protections. dnzpare id. 7 1 with id. 7 5 .  
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3 COMPARISON OF NATIONAL LEGISLATION 
TO COMPENSATE FOR LOST CONFIDENTIAL BUSINESS INFORMATION 

Despite the Convention's provisions - and even assuming strong national implementing 
measures - it is nevertheless possible that CBI loss will occur as a result of a CWC inspection 
or other verification activity. Such a loss could result from negligence or from purposeful 
industrial espionage, and could involve OPCW personnel, a national government, or an 
employee of either. The loss could be of CBI owned directly by an inspected facility, or of CBI 
that has been licenced by another for use by that facility under a contract making the licencee 
responsible for protecting the secret. Therefore, it may be useful for States signatory to the 
CWC to consider the value of enacting national implementing measures to compensate those 
damaged by loss of CBI. 

It is important to understand the difficulty a CBI owner (or licencee who. must 
compensate the owner) may encounter absent specific national implementing measures in seeking 
to recover monetary damages for its compromise. Under the CWC, the OPCW is accorded 
complete immunity concerning all acts performed in its official capacity necessary for the 
exercise of its official functions.16 The OPCW is probably liable to pay damages only where 
it waives its immunity from juri~diction.'~ The CWC also grants legal immunity to OPCW 
personnel (e.g., Technical Secretariat employees and all inspection team members), including 
the absolute immunity from criminal and civil jurisdiction enjoyed by diplomats under article 
31 of the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations.'* However, OPCW personnel could be 
subject to civil or criminal jurisdiction if the OPCW waives an employee's immunity from 
jurisdiction, l9 In addition, uncertainty may exist regarding whether national governments are 
exempt from paying compensation to their own citizens or to citizens of other States Parties for 
CBI learned for CWC purposes and then lost by their agencies or employees.20 

As summarised in Table 2,  the Australian, German, and South African CWC 
implementing legislation all indirectly address whether and under what circumstances these 
governments will compensate owners (or licencees) of CBI whose secrecy is compromised 
because of CWC inspections or other verification activities. The German statute is the most 

16. See CWC, supra note 1, art. VIII, fi 48. 

17. Under the CWC, the legal capaci 
between each State Party and the OP&$ Id. art. VIII, fi 50. 

rivileges, and immunities of the OPCW will be defined in an agreement 

18. Verification Annex to the CWC, supra note 1, pt. 11, (Il)(e). "[TI0 exercise their functions effectively, 
inspectors and inspection assistants shall be accorded privileges and immunities . . . for the entire period between 
arnval on and de arture h m  the territory of the inspected State party [sic) or Host State, and thereafter with respect 
to acts previous& performed in the exercise of their official functions.' Id. pt. 11, (1 1). 

19. The CWC allows the Director General of the OPCW to waive the immuni from jurisdiction of members of 
the inspection team if the Director General believes that immunity would impede t x e course of justice and that it can 
be waived without prejudice to the CWC's objectives. Any waiver of immunity must be express. Id. pt. I1 (14). 

20. Cf. Disarmament and Disclosure, supra note 7 ,  at 108-14, 121 n. 292. 
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expansive of the three, offering compensation “[wlhen anybody suffers a damage originated by 
a member of the [OPCW] Inspection team . . . according to the provisions of German law 
applicable in cases in which the damage was caused by one of its officials or by an action or 
default for which the Federal Republic of Germany is responsible. ’y21 The Australian legislation 
adopts a neutral approach, simply declaring that nothing in its Act makes the government liable 
for acts or omissions by the OPCW or its employees,22 presumably leaving the determination 
of such liability to other provisions of Australian law. Taking an opposite approach to Germany, 
the South African statute expressly disclaims liability for “anything done under this Act in good 
faith and without negligence.”’3 Although this is an especially complex area of law that should 
be approached with caution, these different implementing measures show how varying polices 
with respect to compensating lost CBI can each be framed. 

Table 2: Comparison of Liability Provisions in National Implementing Legislation 

I1 Sweden Not addressed Not addressed 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

CBI protection during CWC verification is a central concern of the worldwide chemical 
industry. Provisions for protecting CBI have been included in the national CWC implementing 
legislation of some States. These requirements may be imposed on individuals or on government 
agencies, and could include measures for punishing violations. In spite of such measures, where 
CBI is lost by the OPCW, a national government, or one of their employees, statutory measures 
may provide compensation to the CBI owner or to a licencee that must pay the owner for the 
loss. Further elaboration of CBI protective and compensatory provisions may become evident 
as additional national implementing measures are adopted. 

21. German CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 3, 7 14(1). 

22. Australian CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 2, Q 103. 

23. South A&can CWC Implementing Legislation, supra note 5 ,  5 23. It should be noted that this provision leaves 
open the possibility that compensation might be available for CBI lost due to bad faith and negligence. 
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